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Hey, how are you?

“

I’m fine.
”
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College  
Advisor

Academics

Provide 
Resources
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Huge 
Caseloads

-NACADA 2011 National Survey of Academic Advising (Carlstrom, 2013)

https://www.nacada.ksu.edu/Resources/Clearinghouse/View-Articles/Advisor-Load.aspx


Meet 
Walter
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“ It's either a family 
issue, financial 
issue, car problem. 
And they patch it up 
just enough to get 
by, and it keeps on 
festering. 
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-Walter
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“I tell them ‘whatever 
is going on with you 

that might be 
affecting your 

academics let me 
know, because I need 

to know.’”

“Half of it is in 
modeling for the 

student to show up 
and advocate for 

themselves.”

“Before [advising], I 
was a teacher and I 
feel the same way 

about being a good 
teacher. It's about 

making connections 
with with other 
human beings.” 

 
-Lisa

-Dominic 

-Amy 



State of 
Advising 
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1

Face-to-face time is limited

Non-academic barriers

Build relationships with 
students



State of 
Students 
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 in 21
Students graduate within 6 years
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-Washington Post; June 8, 2018. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/grade-point/wp/2018/06/08/why-do-so-many-students-drop-out-of-college-and-what-can-be-done-about-it/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.6ab403f6fa48


1 in 17
Low-income students graduate within 6 years
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-Washington Post; June 8, 2018. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/grade-point/wp/2018/06/08/why-do-so-many-students-drop-out-of-college-and-what-can-be-done-about-it/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.6ab403f6fa48


-University of Arizona’s Advising Resource Center, 
Policies and Procedures

New 
Student 
Population
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Full time job

Financial aid Transportation

Feeling isolated

Health & well-being 

http://advising.arizona.edu/content/policies-procedures/academic-roles-responsibilities
http://advising.arizona.edu/content/policies-procedures/academic-roles-responsibilities
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First 
Generation
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Meet 
Daniela
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State of 
Students 
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2

Major non-academic hurdles

Unfamiliarity with system

Pressure to self-advocate 



The 
Problem 
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College students have changed. 
College advising hasn’t.



Navigator Advocate Strategist

Why advisors?
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“ ”

Why this problem persists…
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Hey, how are you?

I’m fine.



Select sets the table
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Hey, how are you?

I’m fine.



Select is a tool that empowers 
college advisors to better assess 

the root causes of student 
struggles.  

 
 Select offers a platform for students to share 

non-academic obstacles. 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How Select 
Works 
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1 2 3

Tool

How Select works

Questionnaire Report Meet face-to-face

Uncover Prioritize Assess
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1Questionnaire
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2
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Report



1 2 3

Meeting

Meet face-to-face

ReportQuestionnaire
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Select changes behavior 

Self-Advocating Advocating
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On a large scale
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Select is already at work
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Select is already at work

2 7 32 700+
orgs advisors students responses
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Validation

students
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“If anything, students think ‘Oh 
phew! An adult who can help 

me with this.’”  
-Andrea Guengerich 

Chief Strategy Officer, Breakthrough CTX
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…the needs of a  
new student 
population

Advising isn’t 
addressing…

Advisors lack the 
tools to be 
effective in face-to-
face meetings

Select helps 
advisors assess 
the root causes of 
student struggles

Reflecting
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Remember this
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“ Advisors assume 
that a student’s 
current place 
dictates their story…  

It’s not the whole 
story…
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“ They are people 
with real lives, and 
their experiences 
matter. You have to 
tap into each of 
their stories.
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-Walter



Thank you
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